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The single-differential and fully integrated cross sections for quasi-free π+π− electroproduction
off protons bound in deuterium have been extracted for the first time. The experimental data were
collected at Jefferson Laboratory with the CLAS detector. The measurements were performed in
the kinematic region of the invariant mass W from 1.3 GeV to 1.825 GeV and photon virtuality
Q2 from 0.4 GeV2 to 1.0 GeV2. Sufficient experimental statistics allow for narrow binning in all
kinematic variables, while maintaining a small statistical uncertainty. The extracted cross sections
were compared with the corresponding cross sections off free protons, which allowed us to obtain an
estimate of the contribution from events in which interactions between the final-state hadrons and
the spectator neutron took place.

PACS numbers: 11.55.Fv, 13.40.Gp, 13.60.Le, 14.20.Gk75

I. INTRODUCTION76

Exclusive reactions of meson photo- and electropro-77

duction off protons are intensively utilized in labora-78

tories around the world as a very powerful tool to in-79

vestigate nucleon structure and the principles of the80

strong interaction. These studies include the extrac-81

tion of various observables from analyses of experi-82

mental data, as well as subsequent theoretical and83

phenomenological interpretations of the extracted ob-84

servables [1–3].85

Exclusive reactions off free protons have been stud-86

ied in considerable detail, and a lot of information87

on differential cross sections and different single- and88

double-polarization asymmetries with almost com-89

plete coverage of the reaction phase space has become90

available. A large part of this information comes from91

the analysis of data collected in Hall B at Jefferson92

Lab (JLab) with the CLAS detector [4, 5].93

Meanwhile, reactions occurring in photon and elec-94

tron scattering off nuclei have been less extensively95

investigated. Experimental information on these pro-96

cesses is sparse and mostly limited to inclusive mea-97

surements of total nuclear photoproduction cross sec-98

tions [6–8] and the nucleon structure function F2 [9–99

11], while exclusive measurements off bound nucleons100

are lacking.101

However, information on exclusive reactions off102

bound nucleons is crucially important to the investiga-103

tion of nuclear structure and for a deeper understand-104

ing of the processes occurring in the nuclear medium105

because various exclusive channels will have different106

energy dependencies and different sensitivities to the107

reaction mechanisms. This situation creates a strong108

demand for exclusive measurements off bound nucle-109

ons, and the deuteron, being the lightest and most110

weakly bound nucleus, is the best target for initiating111

these efforts.112

This paper presents the results of the data analysis113

of charged double-pion electroproduction off protons114

bound in a deuteron. The study became possible ow-115

ing to the experiment of electron scattering off a deu-116

terium target conducted in Hall B at JLab with the117

CLAS detector [4]. The description of the detector118

and target setup is given in Sec. II together with in-119

formation on the overall data analysis strategy.120

The analysis covers the second resonance region,121

where double-pion production plays an important122

role. The channel opens at the double-pion produc-123

tion threshold W ≈ 1.22 GeV, contributes signifi-124

cantly to the total inclusive cross section for W .125

1.6 GeV, and dominates all other exclusive channels126

for W & 1.6 GeV.127

Exclusive reactions off bound protons manifest128

some specific features that are not present in reac-129

tions off free protons and originate from (a) Fermi130

motion of the initial proton and (b) final state inter-131

actions (FSIs) of the reaction final hadrons with the132

spectator neutron. In this paper special attention is133

paid to the detailed description of these issues.134
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The paper introduces new information on the fully135

integrated and single-differential cross sections of the136

reaction γvp(n) → p′(n′)π+π−. The cross section137

measurements were performed in the kinematic region138

of the invariant mass W from 1.3 GeV to 1.825 GeV139

and photon virtuality Q2 from 0.4 GeV2 to 1.0 GeV2.140

Sufficient experimental statistics allow for narrow bin-141

ning, i.e. 25 MeV in W and 0.05 GeV2 in Q2, while142

maintaining adequate statistical uncertainties. The143

extracted cross sections are quasi-free, meaning that144

the admixture of events, in which the final hadrons in-145

teracted with the spectator neutron, is kinematically146

reduced to the achievable minimum.147

The details of the cross section extraction analysis148

are presented in Secs. III through VI, which encom-149

pass the selection of quasi-free events, the cross sec-150

tion calculation framework, the description of the cor-151

rections applied to the cross sections, and the study152

of the cross section uncertainties.153

Effects of the initial proton motion (also called154

Fermi motion) turned out to be tightly interwoven155

with many analysis aspects, and for this reason, their156

description is scattered throughout the paper. Mean-157

while, FSI effects are addressed in a separate Sec-158

tion VII, which outlines specificities of FSIs in re-159

actions off bound protons and their differences from160

FSIs in conventional free proton reactions. Some de-161

tails on FSI effects in this particular analysis are also162

presented there.163

Section VIII presents the measured cross sections164

and their comparison with the cross section estimation165

obtained based on the JLab-MSU1 model JM, which166

is a phenomenological reaction model for the process167

of double-pion production off free protons [12–14].168

This study benefits from the fact that the free pro-169

ton cross sections of the same exclusive reaction have170

been recently extracted from CLAS data [15, 16].171

These free proton measurements were performed un-172

der the same experimental conditions as in this study,173

including the beam energy value and the target setup.174

For this reason, the free proton study [15, 16], was175

naturally used as a reference point for many analysis176

components. This unique advantage allows one not177

only to verify the reliability of those analysis aspects178

that are similar for reactions off free and bound pro-179

tons, but also to obtain a deeper understanding of180

those that differ. The latter include the effects of the181

initial proton motion and FSIs.182

Section IX introduces a comparison of the cross183

sections extracted in this study with their free pro-184

ton counterparts from Refs. [15, 16], which allowed us185

to estimate the proportion of events in which FSIs186

between the final hadrons and the spectator neutron187

took place. Assuming the latter events to be the main188

1 JLab - Moscow State University (Russia) model.

cause of the difference between the cross section sets,189

their contribution to the total number of the reaction190

events was found to vary in different regions of the191

reaction phase space, but in most parts of the phase192

space it maintains a level of 25%. Based on this com-193

parison, other potential reasons that may contribute194

to the difference between the cross section sets can fur-195

ther be explored, which includes possible in-medium196

modifications of properties of nucleons and their ex-197

cited states [6–8, 17, 18].198

II. EXPERIMENT199

The electron scattering experiment that provided200

data for this study was conducted in Hall B at JLab201

as a part of the “e1e” run period. A longitudinally po-202

larized electron beam was produced by the Continu-203

ous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) and204

then was subsequently scattered off the target, which205

was located in the center of the CEBAF Large Accep-206

tance Spectrometer (CLAS) [4]. This state-of-the-art207

detector covered a good fraction of the full solid angle208

and provided efficient registration of final-state parti-209

cles originating from the scattering process.210

The “e1e” run period lasted from November 2002211

until January 2003 and included several experiments212

with different beam energies (1 GeV and 2.039 GeV)213

and target cell contents (liquid hydrogen and liquid214

deuterium). This study is devoted to the experiment215

conducted with the 2-cm-long liquid-deuterium target216

and utilizing a 2.039-GeV electron beam.217

A. Detector setup218

The design of the CLAS detector was based on219

a toroidal magnetic field that was generated by six220

superconducting coils arranged around the beamline.221

The magnetic field bent charged particles towards or222

away from the beam axis (depending on the particle223

charge and the direction of the torus current) but left224

the azimuthal angle essentially unchanged. For this225

experiment, the torus field setting was to bend nega-226

tively charged particles towards the beamline (inbend-227

ing configuration).228

The magnet coils naturally separated the detector229

into six “sectors”, each functioning as an indepen-230

dent magnetic spectrometer. Each sector included231

four sub-detectors: drift chambers (DC), Čerenkov232

counters (CC), time-of-flight system (TOF), and elec-233

tromagnetic calorimeter (EC) [4].234

The azimuthal coverage for CLAS was limited only235

by the magnet coils and was approximately 90% at236

backward polar angles and 50% at forward angles [19].237

The polar angle coverage spanned from 8◦ to 45◦ for238

the Čerenkov counters and electromagnetic calorime-239

ter and from 8◦ to 140◦ for the drift chambers and240
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the time-of-flight system.241

The drift chambers were located within the region242

of the magnetic field and performed charged particle243

tracking, allowing for the determination of the par-244

ticle momentum from the curvature of their trajecto-245

ries. The other sub-detectors were located outside the246

magnetic field region, which means that charged par-247

ticles traveled through them along a straight line [20].248

The Čerenkov counters were located right behind249

the DC and served the dual function of triggering on250

electrons and separating electrons from pions [21].251

The TOF scintillators were located radially outside252

the drift chambers and the Čerenkov counters but in253

front of the calorimeter. The time-of-flight system254

measured the time when a particle hit a TOF scintil-255

lator, thus allowing for the determination of its veloc-256

ity. Then, using the particle momentum known from257

the DC, its mass can be determined, meaning that the258

particle can be identified [22, 23].259

The main functions of the electromagnetic260

calorimeter were triggering on and detection of261

electrons, as well as detection of photons (allowing262

for the π0 and η reconstructions from their 2γ decays)263

and neutrons [19].264

The six CLAS sectors were equipped with a com-265

mon data-acquisition (DAQ) system that collected the266

digitized data and stored the information for later off-267

line analysis.268

B. Target setup269

The “e1e” target had a conical shape with the di-270

ameter varying from 0.35 to 0.6 cm, which served the271

purpose of effective extraction of gas bubbles formed272

in the liquid target content due to the heat that either273

originated from the beam and/or came from outside274

through the target walls. Due to the conical shape,275

the bubbles drained upwards and into a wider area of276

the target, thus clearing the beam interaction region277

and allowing the boiled deuterium to be effectively278

delivered back to the cooling system to be reliquified.279

The target was located at −0.4 cm along the z axis280

(near the center of CLAS) and its interaction region281

was 2-cm-long. The target cell had 15-µm-thick alu-282

minum entrance and exit windows. In addition, an283

aluminum foil was located 2.0 cm downstream of the284

target. This foil was made exactly to the same spec-285

ifications as the entry/exit windows of the target cell286

and served for both the estimation of the number of287

events that originated in the target windows and the288

precise determination of the target z-position along289

the beamline (see Sec. III D 3).290

More details on the “e1e” target assembly can be291

found in Ref. [24].292

C. Data analysis strategy293

Events corresponding to the investigated reaction294

ep(n) → e′p′(n′)π+π− were distinguished among all295

other detected events through the event selection pro-296

cedure, described in detail in Sec.III. The selected ex-297

clusive events, however, represent only a part of the298

total number of events produced in the reaction, while299

the remainder were not registered due to (i) geometri-300

cal holes in the detector acceptance and (ii) less than301

100% efficient particle detection within the detector302

acceptance. Therefore, to extract the reaction cross303

sections, the experimental event yield was adjusted304

for the geometric acceptance and detection efficiency,305

thereby accounting for the lost events.306

In order to determine the overall detector effi-307

ciency, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed.308

In this analysis, double-pion events were gener-309

ated with TWOPEG-D, which is an event generator310

for double-pion electroproduction off a moving pro-311

ton [25]. These events are hereinafter called “gener-312

ated” events.313

The generated events were passed through a stan-314

dard multi-stage procedure of simulating the detector315

response [4]. The procedure included the simulation316

of the particle propagation through the CLAS detec-317

tor from the vertex produced by the event generator318

and the subsequent event reconstruction. Events that319

survived this process are hereinafter called “recon-320

structed” Monte Carlo events. They were analyzed321

in the same way as real experimental events.322

III. QUASI-FREE EVENT SELECTION323

For each event, the electron candidate was defined324

as the first-in-time particle that had signals in all four325

subcomponents of the CLAS detector (DC, CC, TOF,326

and EC). To select hadron candidates, signals only in327

two sub-detectors (DC and TOF) were required.328

A. Electron identification329

To select good electrons among all electron can-330

didates and to separate them from electronic noise,331

accidentals, and π− contamination, the electromag-332

netic calorimeter (EC) and Čerenkov counter (CC)333

responses were analyzed.334

According to Ref. [26], the overall EC resolution,335

as well as uncertainties from the EC output summing336

electronics, lead to fluctuations of the EC response337

near the hardware threshold. Therefore, to select only338

reliable EC signals, a minimal cut on the scattered339

electron momentum Pe′ was applied in the software.340

The value of this cut was chosen to be 0.461 GeV,341

according to the relation suggested in Ref. [26].342
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To eliminate part of the pion contamination, a sam-343

pling fraction cut was applied based on the differ-344

ent energy deposition patterns of electrons and pions345

in the EC. Specifically, when traveling through the346

EC, an electron produces an electromagnetic shower,347

where the deposited energy Etot is proportional to the348

electron momentum Pe′ , while a π− loses a constant349

amount of energy per scintillation layer independently350

of its momentum. Therefore, for electrons the quan-351

tity Etot/Pe′ plotted as a function of Pe′ is expected to352

follow a straight line parallel to the x-axis and located353

around the value 1/3 on the y-axis, since electrons lose354

about 2/3 of their energy in the EC lead sheets.355
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FIG. 1. EC sampling fraction distribution for the exper-
imental data for CLAS sector 1. The vertical line shows
the position of the minimum momentum cut, while the
other two curves correspond to the sampling fraction cut.

Figure 1 shows the EC sampling fraction (Etot/Pe′)356

plotted as a function of the particle momentum for the357

experimental data. In this figure, the cut on the min-358

imal scattered electron momentum is shown by the359

vertical line, while the other two curves correspond360

to the sampling fraction cut that was determined via361

Gaussian fits to individual momentum slices of the362

distribution.363

To further improve the quality of the electron se-364

lection and π−/e− separation, the Čerenkov counter365

response was analyzed [21]. Figure 2 illustrates pho-366

toelectron distributions measured in the CC for CLAS367

sector 3. As seen in Fig.2, contamination is present in368

the measured CC spectra in the form of a peak located369

at values of a few photoelectrons. The contamination370

is thought to originate from accidental coincidences of371

photomultiplier tube (PMT) noise signals with mea-372

sured pion tracks [27]. The goal of the event selection373

in the CC was to separate the spectrum of good elec-374

tron candidates from the contamination peak, while375

minimizing the loss of good events. To achieve this376

goal, the following set of CC cuts was applied:377

• fiducial cut in the CC,378

• ϕcc matching cut,379

• θcc matching cut,380

• geometrical cut that removes inefficient zones,381

and382

• cut on the number of photoelectrons.383

Each of these cuts, except the last one, was defined384

in the “CC projective plane” [27], wherein the polar385

and azimuthal angles (θcc, ϕcc) were defined. The de-386

tails on the plane definition and angle calculations can387

be found in Refs. [27, 28].388

The shape of the fiducial cut in the CC plane was389

taken from Ref. [29]. The ϕcc and θcc matching proce-390

dures were based on the studies [27] and [30] and relied391

on the anticipation that for real events, there must be392

a one-to-one correspondence between PMT signals in393

the CC and the angles in the CC plane (which are cal-394

culated from the DC information), while background395

noise and accidentals should not show such a correla-396

tion.397
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FIG. 2. Influence of different CC cuts on the photoelec-
tron distributions for CLAS sector 3. Curves from top to
bottom: black curve – only fiducial cut in the CC plane is
applied, red curve – the ϕcc matching cut is added, blue
curve – the θcc matching cut is added, and green curve –
the geometrical cut that removes inefficient CC zones is
added.

The idea of the ϕcc matching cut is that the parti-398

cle track on the right side of the CC segment should399

match with the signal from the right-side PMT, and400

vice versa. Events that do not satisfy these conditions401

were removed. Events with signals from both PMTs402

were kept.403

To perform θcc matching, a θcc versus segment num-404

ber cut was applied. Figure 3 shows the θcc versus seg-405

ment distribution for CLAS sector 2. Event distribu-406

tions in each segment have been plotted as a function407

of θcc and fit with Gaussians. The horizontal black408

lines correspond to the positions of the fit maxima409

±4σ. Events between these black lines were treated410

as good electron candidates.411

Another important issue is that some specific geo-412

metrical zones in the CC showed low detection effi-413

ciency. When an electron hit such a zone, the number414

of detected photoelectrons was significantly less than415
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FIG. 3. θcc versus CC segment distributions for CLAS
sector 2. Events between the horizontal black lines were
treated as good electron candidates.

expected. This leads to a systematic overpopulation416

of the low-lying part of the photoelectron spectrum417

and enhances the contamination peak. Since low effi-418

ciency zones were distributed inhomogeneously in the419

CC plane and the Monte Carlo simulation did not420

reproduce them properly, a geometrical cut that re-421

moves inefficient zones was applied. The details on422

this cut can be found in Refs. [15, 16, 28, 31].423

The influence of the above cuts on the photoelec-424

tron distributions is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where425

the distribution before the matching cuts is plotted426

in black, after the ϕcc matching – in red, and after427

the subsequent θcc matching cut – in blue. As seen428

in Fig. 2, the matching cuts reduce the contamination429

peak, but do not affect the main part of the photo-430

electron spectrum. Finally, the green distribution is431

plotted after adding the cut that removes inefficient432

CC zones. As expected, this cut leads to an event433

reduction in the low-lying part of the photoelectron434

spectrum, including the region of the contamination435

peak, while leaving the high-lying part of the spec-436

trum essentially unchanged.437

The applied cuts result in a significant reduction438

of the contamination peak and its better separation439

from the main spectrum. As a final step, a cut on440

the number of photoelectrons was applied, which al-441

together eliminates the remains of the contamination442

peak. The cut position was individually optimized for443

each PMT for each CC segment for each CLAS sector.444

As the Monte Carlo did not reproduce photoelectron445

distributions well enough, the cut was performed only446

on the experimental data. To recover good electrons447

lost in this way, a standard procedure was applied,448

which is based on the fit of the photoelectron distri-449

butions by a modified Poisson function. More details450

on the procedure can be found in Refs. [15, 16, 28, 31].451

B. Hadron identification452

Hadrons were identified through the timing infor-453

mation provided by the TOF System [22, 23], which454

allowed the velocity (βh = vh/c) of the hadron candi-455

dates to be determined.456

A charged hadron can be identified by comparing457

βh determined from TOF information with βn given458

by459

βn =
ph√

p2
h +m2

h

. (1)

In Eq. (1) βn is termed the nominal value and was460

calculated using the particle momentum (ph) known461

from the DC and the exact particle mass assumption462

(mh).463
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FIG. 4. βh versus momentum distributions for positive
pion candidates. The thin black curve in the middle of
the event band corresponds to the nominal βn given by
Eq. (1). The red curves show the applied hadron identifi-
cation cuts. Events between the red curves were treated
as good pion candidates.

Experimental βh versus momentum distributions464

were examined for each TOF scintillator for each465

CLAS sector. This examination revealed that for466

some scintillation counters, the distributions were ei-467

ther shifted from their nominal positions or showed a468

double-band structure. To correct the timing informa-469

tion for such counters, a special procedure, described470

in Refs. [28, 31], was developed. In addition, a few471

counters were found to give unreliable signals; they472

were removed from consideration for both experimen-473

tal data and simulation.474

Figure 4 shows the βh versus momentum distribu-475

tion for positive pion candidates plotted for all sectors476

and all reliable scintillators. The event band of pion477

candidates is clearly seen. The red curves show the478

applied identification cuts. Events between the red479

curves were selected for further analysis. Analogous480

identification cuts were performed for the proton and481

negative pion candidates.482

C. Momentum corrections483

While traveling through the detector and the tar-484

get, the final-state particles lose a part of their energy485

due to interactions with the medium. As a result,486
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the measured particle momentum appears to be lower487

than the actual value. In the investigated kinematic488

region, this effect is pronounced only for low-energy489

protons, while for all other detected particles it is in-490

significant.491

The simulation of the CLAS detector correctly492

propagates particles through the media and, there-493

fore, the effect of the energy loss is already included494

in the efficiency and does not impact the extracted495

cross sections. Nevertheless, in this study, the pro-496

ton momentum magnitude was corrected for the en-497

ergy loss. The simulation of the CLAS detector was498

used to establish the correction function, which was499

then applied for both experimental and reconstructed500

Monte Carlo events [28, 31].501

Additionally, Ref. [32] provides evidence that parti-502

cle momenta and angles may have some small system-503

atic deviations from their real values due to slight mis-504

alignments in the DC position, small inaccuracies in505

the description of the torus magnetic field, and other506

possible reasons. The magnitude of this effect de-507

pends on the particle momentum, increasing as the508

momentum grows. In the investigated kinematic re-509

gion, the effect was discernible only for scattered elec-510

trons.511

Due to the undefined origin of the above effect, it512

cannot be simulated, and therefore, it has become513

conventional for CLAS data analyses to apply a spe-514

cial momentum correction to the experimental data.515

This particular study uses the electron momentum516

corrections that have previously been developed and517

tested in the analysis of the free proton part of the518

“e1e” dataset at the same beam energy [15, 16]. To519

establish them, the approach [32], which was based520

on elastic kinematics, was used. These corrections in-521

clude an electron momentum magnitude correction as522

well as an electron polar angle correction, which were523

developed for each CLAS sector individually.524

D. Other cuts525

1. Fiducial cuts526

The active detection solid angle of the CLAS de-527

tector was smaller than 4π, in part due to the space528

occupied by the torus field coils. This is to say that529

the angles covered by the coils were not equipped with530

any detection system and therefore formed a “dead”531

area for particle detection [4]. Additionally, the detec-532

tion area was further limited in the polar angle from533

8◦ up to 45◦ for electrons and up to 140◦ for other534

charged particles [4].535

Furthermore, as was shown in different data anal-536

yses, the edges of the active detection area also do537

not provide a safe region for particle reconstruction,538

being affected by rescattering from the coils, field dis-539

tortions, and similar effects. Therefore, it has be-540

come common practice to exclude these regions from541

consideration by applying specific fiducial cuts. This542

method guarantees that events accepted in the anal-543

ysis include only particles detected in “safe” areas of544

the detector, where the acceptance is well understood.545

In this study, fiducial cuts were applied for all four546

final-state particles (e′, p′, π+, and π−) for both547

experimental events and reconstructed Monte Carlo548

events. The analytical shapes of the cuts are similar549

to those used in the analysis of the free proton part of550

“e1e” dataset at the same beam energy [15, 16], and551

more details can be found in Refs. [28, 31].552

2. Data quality checks553

During a long experimental run, variations of the554

experimental conditions, e.g. fluctuations in the tar-555

get density, deviations in the beam current and posi-556

tion, and/or changes in the detector response can lead557

to fluctuations in event yields. To select for the anal-558

ysis only the parts of the run with relatively stable559

event rates, cuts on the data-acquisition (DAQ) live560

time and the number of events per Faraday cup (FC)561

charge were used.562

The FC charge updated with a given frequency, so563

the whole run time can be divided into “blocks”. Each564

block corresponds to the portion of time between two565

FC charge readouts. The DAQ live time is the portion566

of time within the block during which the DAQ system567

was able to accumulate events. A significant deviation568

of the live time from the average value indicates event569

rate alterations.570

To establish data quality check cuts, the DAQ live571

time, as well as the yields of inclusive and elastic572

events normalized to the FC charge, were examined573

as a function of block number. Those blocks for which574

these quantities demonstrated large fluctuations were575

excluded from the analysis. In this study, the quality576

check cuts are similar to those used in Refs. [15, 16].577

For more details see also Refs. [28, 31].578

3. Vertex cut579

The analyzed dataset included runs with the tar-580

get cell filled with liquid deuterium, as well as runs581

with the empty target cell. The latter are needed to582

account for background events produced by the elec-583

tron scattering off the target windows.584

Figure 5 presents the distributions of the electron585

z-coordinate at the interaction vertex for events from586

full and empty target runs (black and magenta curves,587

respectively). Both distributions are normalized to588

the corresponding charge accumulated in the Faraday589

cup. The value of the vertex coordinate z is corrected590
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for the effects of beam-offset2 [28, 31]. Both distri-591

butions in Fig. 5 demonstrate a well-separated peak592

around ze′ = 2.6 cm originating from the downstream593

aluminum foil. The distribution of events from the594

empty target runs shows two other similar peaks that595

correspond to the entrance and exit windows of the596

target cell (see also Sec. II B).597
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FIG. 5. Distributions of the electron z-coordinate at the
vertex for full (black curve) and empty (magenta curve)
target runs for CLAS sector 4. Vertical red lines show the
applied cuts. Both the full and empty target distributions
are normalized to the corresponding FC charge.

Empty target events were passed through the same598

selection procedure that was established for the liquid-599

deuterium data and eventually were subtracted from600

the latter as shown in Sec. IV E. In addition to the601

empty target event subtraction, a cut on the electron602

z-coordinate was applied. This cut is shown by the603

two vertical lines in Fig. 5: events outside these lines604

were excluded from the analysis.605

E. Exclusivity cut in the presence of Fermi606

smearing and FSIs607

1. Reaction topologies608

To identify a certain exclusive reaction, one needs609

to register the scattered electron and either all final610

hadrons or all except one. In the latter case, the four-611

momentum of the unregistered hadron can be deduced612

using energy-momentum conservation. Thus for the613

reaction ep → e′p′π+π− one can, in general, distin-614

guish between four “topologies” depending on the spe-615

cific combination of registered final hadrons. In this616

particular analysis, the following two topologies were617

analyzed,618

2 The beam offset is the deviation of the beam position from
the CLAS central line (x, y) = (0, 0) that can lead to the
inaccurate determination of the vertex position.

• the fully exclusive topology (all final particles619

registered) ep→ e′p′π+π−X, and620

• the π− missing topology ep→ e′p′π+X.621

The statistics of the fully exclusive topology are622

very limited, mainly because CLAS did not cover the623

polar angle range 0 ◦ < θlab < 8 ◦ [4]. In this exper-624

iment, the presence of this forward acceptance hole625

mostly impacted registration of the negative particles626

(e and π−) as their trajectories were bent by the torus627

magnetic field towards the beam axis. This lead to a628

constraint on the minimum achievable Q2 for elec-629

trons and prevented registration of the majority of630

negative pions. As a consequence, the π− missing631

topology contains the dominant part of the statis-632

tics. The contribution of the fully exclusive topology633

to the total analyzed statistics varies from ∼5% near634

the reaction threshold to ∼25% at W between 1.7 and635

1.8 GeV.636

Besides the limited statistics, the fully exclusive637

topology also suffers from limited acceptance and638

therefore from a very large number of empty cells (see639

Sec. V A for more details on empty cells). These cir-640

cumstances do not allow for any sensible cross section641

information to be obtained from this topology alone.642

The π− missing topology has a tolerable number of643

empty cells and large statistics, and therefore serves644

the purpose of the cross section extraction best.645

In general, two more topologies can be distin-646

guished, i.e. the proton missing topology and the π+
647

missing topology. Both require registration of the π−648

in the final state and as a result suffer from similar649

issues of suppressed statistics and limited acceptance650

as the fully exclusive topology. These two topolo-651

gies are typically ignored in analyses of the reaction652

ep → e′p′π+π− [33–37]. Nevertheless, as demon-653

strated in a previous analysis of this reaction off free654

protons [15, 16], all four reaction topologies can be655

used in combination, which allows for an increase in656

the statistics and a reduction in the number of empty657

cells.658

However, if the pion pair was produced off the pro-659

ton bound in deuterium, these two additional topolo-660

gies turn out to be contaminated with events from661

other reactions. Specifically, in the proton missing662

topology, the missing particle reconstruction fails to663

determine whether the pion pair was produced off the664

proton or off the neutron because their masses are al-665

most identical. A similar situation occurs for the π+
666

missing topology, where one can hardly distinguish667

between the production of a π+π− pair off the proton668

and a π0π− pair off the neutron, if only the proton and669

the π− in the final state were registered. Furthermore,670

the π+ missing topology also has a strong admixture671

of events from the reaction en(p)→ e′p′(p′)π−. These672

circumstances prevented the use of the proton missing673

and the π+ missing topologies in this analysis.674
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Most notably, exclusive reactions off bound protons675

have the following features that are not present in676

reactions off free protons: (a) Fermi motion of the677

initial proton and (b) final state interactions (FSIs) of678

the reaction final hadrons with the spectator neutron.679

These features introduce some complications into the680

exclusive event selection, as discussed below.681

Since the momentum of the initial proton was not682

experimentally measured, this analysis uses the so-683

called “target-at-rest assumption” for calculation of684

some kinematic quantities (such as missing mass, re-685

action invariant mass W , etc.). This leads to the686

Fermi smearing of the corresponding experimental687

distributions [38]. To reliably identify the exclusive688

channel and correctly estimate the detector efficiency,689

a good match between the distributions of experi-690

mental events and reconstructed Monte Carlo events691

should be observed. This demands the simulated dis-692

tributions reproduce the Fermi smearing of the exper-693

imental distributions, which implies that the effects694

of initial proton motion are properly included in the695

Monte Carlo simulation.696

For this reason, the Monte Carlo simulation in this697

analysis was performed using the TWOPEG-D [25]698

event generator, which simulates the quasi-free pro-699

cess of double-pion electroproduction off a moving700

proton. This is an extension of TWOPEG, which is701

the event generator for double-pion electroproduction702

off the free proton [39]. For the TWOPEG-D version703

of the event generator, the Fermi motion of the ini-704

tial proton is generated according to the Bonn poten-705

tial [40] and then is merged, in a natural way, into the706

specific kinematics of double-pion electroproduction.707

FSIs of the reaction final hadrons with the specta-708

tor nucleon introduce the second intrinsic feature of709

exclusive reactions off bound nucleons. Such interac-710

tions alter the total four-momentum of the reaction fi-711

nal state and therefore, introduce distortions into the712

distributions of some kinematic quantities (such as713

missing masses), thus complicating the identification714

of a specific exclusive channel [41] (see also Sec.VII B).715

In contrast to the effects of the initial proton mo-716

tion, which can be simulated fairly easily, the FSI ef-717

fects can hardly be taken into account in the simu-718

lation because of their complex nature. The Monte719

Carlo simulation is hence not able to reproduce the720

distortions of some experimental distributions caused721

by FSIs with the spectator. For this reason, a proper722

procedure for isolation of quasi-free events from the723

FSI-background had to be developed.724

The yield of events in FSI-disturbed kinematics725

turned out to strongly depend on (i) the reaction in-726

variant mass W and (ii) the hadron scattering angles.727

The latter issue causes FSI effects to manifest them-728

selves differently depending on the reaction topology,729

since the topologies have nonidentical geometrical ac-730

ceptance (see Sec.VII C). For this reason, the channel731

identification was performed in each topology individ-732

ually, as described in the next subsections.733

Finally, the issue of background channels should734

also be addressed. For the double-pion production off735

free protons, the main background channel is ep →736

e′p′π+π−π0. The analysis [15, 16] that was carried737

out for the same beam energy Ebeam = 2.039 GeV738

demonstrated that although the admixture of the739

events from this background channel becomes dis-740

cernible at W & 1.6 GeV, it remains negligible and741

well separated from the double-pion events via the ex-742

clusivity cuts. For the double-pion production off pro-743

tons in deuterium, one more background channel can744

be distinguished, which is en(p) → e′p′(p′)π+π−π−,745

but background events from this channel follow the746

same kinematic pattern as events from the aforemen-747

tioned ep→ e′p′π+π−π0 reaction.748

2. Fully exclusive topology749

To isolate quasi-free double-pion events in the fully
exclusive topology, the distributions of the quantities
determined by Eq.(2) were used. The missing momen-
tum PX and the missing mass squared M2

X[0] are de-

fined for the reaction ep(n)→ e′p′(n′)π+π−X, where
X corresponds to the undetected part.

PX = |
−→
P e −

−→
P e′ −

−→
P p′ −

−→
P π+ −

−→
P π− |

M2
X[0] = [Pµe + Pµp − P

µ
e′ − P

µ
p′ − P

µ
π+ − Pµπ− ]2

(2)

Here Pµi are the four-momenta and
−→
Pi the three-750

momenta of particle i. Both quantities were calcu-751

lated under the target-at-rest assumption, i.e. consid-752

ering Pµp = (0, 0, 0,mp) with the proton rest mass mp.753

The quantities PX and M2
X[0] are unique for the754

fully exclusive topology as they can be calculated755

only if all final hadrons were registered. Figure 6756

presents the distributions of PX (left plot) and M2
X[0]757

(right plot) for experimental data (in black) and758

Monte Carlo simulation (in blue) in a 100-MeV-wide759

bin in W .760

As seen in Fig. 6, the simulated PX distribution761

perfectly matches the experimental one for PX <762

0.2 GeV, while for PX > 0.2 GeV the simulation763

underestimates the data. The mismatch mainly origi-764

nates from experimental events in which final hadrons765

interacted with the spectator neutron. The contribu-766

tion from such events cannot be reproduced by the767

Monte Carlo simulation as the latter does not include768

FSI effects. The background channels, also not in-769

cluded in the Monte Carlo, contribute to the mis-770

match, too.771

The cut on the missing momentum PX was applied772

to select exclusive events in quasi-free kinematics, and773

the cut value was chosen to be PX = 0.2 GeV. To774

further clean up the sample of selected events, the775

cut on the missing mass squared M2
X[0] was applied776
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FIG. 6. Distributions of the quantities PX (left) andM2
X[0]

(right) defined in Eq. (2) plotted for experimental data
(black) and Monte Carlo simulation (blue) in one 100-
MeV-wide bin in W . Vertical red lines indicate the cuts
applied for the selection of exclusive quasi-free events. The
plotted quantities as well as the values of W were calcu-
lated under the target-at-rest assumption. The distribu-
tions are normalized to their maxima.

complementing the cut on the missing momentum.777

The cuts are shown in Fig. 6 by the vertical red lines.778

It is noteworthy that although in the fully exclu-779

sive topology the four-momentum of the π− was mea-780

sured, it was not used in the subsequent calculation781

of kinematic variables for the cross section extraction.782

The measured four-momentum was instead replaced783

by the one that was calculated as missing (and thus784

was Fermi smeared) to achieve consistency with the785

main π− missing topology.786

3. π− missing topology787

In the π− missing topology, the quantities PX and
M2
X[0] defined in Eq. (2) are not available due to in-

complete knowledge of the reaction final state. The
channel identification was therefore performed using
the four-momentum PµX[π−] for the reaction ep(n) →
e′p′(n′)π+X, which was calculated as

PµX[π−] = Pµe + Pµp − P
µ
e′ − P

µ
p′ − P

µ
π+ , (3)

where Pµi are the four-momenta of particle i and X788

corresponds to the undetected part.789

To isolate quasi-free events in the π− missing topol-
ogy, a special procedure was developed, in which the
following quantity was used to perform the exclusivity
cut,

MX[π−] =
√
|[PµX[π−]]

2|. (4)

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the quantity790

MX[π−] plotted for the experimental data (black his-791

togram) and Monte Carlo simulation (blue histogram)792

in one 25-MeV-wide W bin. The magenta histogram793

shows the difference between them and thus repre-794

sents the distribution of background events, which795

are mainly events affected by FSIs with the specta-796

tor. The green line corresponds to the cut applied to797

select quasi-free events.798
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FIG. 7. Distributions of the quantity MX[π−] (defined by
Eq. (4)) in one 25-MeV-wide W bin for the experimental
data (black histogram), Monte Carlo simulation (blue his-
togram), and their difference (magenta histogram). The
explanation of the fit curves is given in the text. The green
line shows the applied exclusivity cut.

As seen in Fig. 7, the exclusivity cut does not allow799

for complete isolation of the quasi-free event sample.800

Tightening the cut would lead to significant reduction801

in the statistics of selected events, yet without total802

elimination of the FSI-background. Therefore, an “ef-803

fective correction” of the FSI-background admixture804

was performed, which included the following steps.805

• The MX[π−] distribution of the reconstructed806

Monte Carlo events (blue histogram) was fit807

with a polynomial. A typical result of this fit808

is shown in Fig. 7 by the solid orange curve.809

• The magenta background distribution was fit810

with a Gaussian. The result of the fit is shown811

by the dark-magenta dash-dotted curve.812

• The orange and dark-magenta curves were813

summed up to produce the red dashed curve814

that matches the black experimental histogram.815

• The correction factor FFSI was determined for
the left side of the green cut line,

FFSI(W ) =
area under the orange curve

area under the red curve
≤ 1. (5)

• In each W bin, the experimental event yield was816

multiplied by the factor FFSI, which served as an817

effective correction due to the remaining admix-818

ture of the FSI-background events.819

The factor FFSI is assumed to be only W dependent820

as it was not found to exhibit any Q2 dependence,821
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and the dependence on the final hadronic variables is822

neglected due to the statistics limitation. The value823

of FFSI varies from ∼0.97 to ∼0.93 for the W bins824

in the range from 1.45 GeV to 1.825 GeV. For W <825

1.45 GeV, the correction is not needed as no mismatch826

between the experimental and simulated distributions827

is observed in this region (see Sec. VII C).828

Note that the exclusivity cut shown in Fig. 7, ac-829

companied by the corresponding correction, accounts830

for all other possible effects that along with the FSI831

effects may contribute to the mismatch between the832

data and the simulation in this topology (including833

the minor three-pion background contribution).834

IV. CROSS SECTION CALCULATION835

A. Fermi smearing of the invariant mass W836

For the process of double-pion electroproduction off837

protons (as for any other exclusive process), the re-838

action invariant mass can, in general, be determined839

in two ways, i.e. either from the initial particle four-840

momenta (Wi) or from the final particle four-momenta841

(Wf) as Eqs. (6) and (7) demonstrate.842

Wi =
√

(Pµp + Pµγv )2 (6)

Wf =
√

(Pµπ+ + Pµπ− + Pµp′)
2 (7)

Here Pµπ+ , Pµπ− , and Pµp′ are the four-momenta of843

the final-state hadrons, Pµp is the four-momentum844

of the initial proton and Pµγv = Pµe − Pµe′ the four-845

momentum of the virtual photon with Pµe and Pµe′846

the four-momenta of the incoming and scattered elec-847

trons, respectively.848

In general, to determine Wf, all final hadrons should849

be registered, while for the calculation ofWi, it is suffi-850

cient to register just the scattered electron. The latter851

option allows one to analyze event samples in which852

information on the reaction final state is incomplete,853

as e.g. in topologies with one unregistered final hadron854

(see Sec.III E). However, in reactions off bound nucle-855

ons, this opportunity comes with a complication as to856

correctly calculate Wi, information on the initial pro-857

ton momentum (Pµp ) is also required. In this analysis,858

however, this information is not accessible in the π−859

missing topology. This situation brings up the choice860

to either demand registration of all final hadrons to861

determine Wf (which reduces the analysis flexibility)862

or to calculate Wi assuming the initial proton to be863

at rest.864

In this analysis, the invariant mass Wi calcu-865

lated under the target-at-rest assumption was used866

to describe the reaction, based on the statistically867

dominant π− missing topology. For this reason,868

the extracted cross sections turn out to be Fermi869

smeared [25, 38]. To retrieve the non-smeared ob-870

servable, a correction that unfolds this effect should871

be applied, which is described in Sec. V C.872

B. Lab to CMS transformation873

Once the double-pion events were selected as de-874

scribed in Section III, the laboratory four-momenta875

of all final particles are known as they are either876

registered or reconstructed as missing. These four-877

momenta were then used to calculate the kinematic878

variables, which are introduced in Sec. IV C.879

The cross sections were extracted in the center-880

of-mass frame of the virtual photon – initial proton881

system (CMS). Therefore, to calculate the kinematic882

variables, the four-momenta of all particles need to be883

transformed from the laboratory system (Lab) to the884

CMS.885

The CMS is uniquely defined as the system where886

the initial proton and the photon move towards each887

other with the zCMS-axis pointing along the photon888

and the net momentum equal to zero. However, the889

procedure of the Lab to CMS transformation differs890

depending on the specificity of the reaction initial891

state (real or virtual photons, at rest or moving initial892

proton).893

The correct procedure of the Lab to CMS transfor-894

mation for an electroproduction experiment off a mov-895

ing proton can be subdivided into two major steps.896

1. First, one needs to perform a transition to the897

auxiliary system, where the target proton is at898

rest, while the incoming electron moves along899

the z-axis. This system can be called “quasi-900

Lab”, since the initial conditions of the reaction901

in this frame imitate those existing in the Lab902

system in the case of the free proton experiment.903

The recipe of the Lab to quasi-Lab transforma-904

tions is given in detail in Ref. [25].905

2. Then, the quasi-Lab to CMS transformation906

should be performed by the standard method907

used for an electroproduction experiment off a908

proton at rest [15, 16, 28, 31].909

The first step of this procedure (Lab to quasi-Lab910

transformation) implies that the momentum of the911

initial proton is known for each reaction event [25].912

In this analysis, however, information on the initial913

proton momentum can be accessible only in the fully914

exclusive topology (it can be deduced via momentum915

conservation as shown in Sec. III E 2), while in the π−916

missing topology, this information turns out to be ir-917

revocably lost due to incomplete knowledge about the918

reaction final state. As a result, for the majority of919

the analyzed events, the correct Lab to CMS trans-920

formation could not be performed. For this reason,921
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in this analysis, the procedure of Lab to CMS trans-922

formation for an electroproduction experiment off a923

proton at rest was used. The procedure is described924

in Refs.[15, 16, 28, 31] and was employed for both fully925

exclusive and π− missing topologies for consistency.926

This approximation in the Lab to CMS transfor-927

mation introduces a systematic inaccuracy to the ex-928

tracted cross sections. A correction for this effect is929

included in the procedure of unfolding the effects of930

the initial proton motion (see Sec. V C).931

C. Kinematic variables932

Once the four-momenta of all particles were defined933

and transformed into the CMS, the kinematic vari-934

ables that describe the reaction ep(n)→ e′p′(n′)π+π−935

were calculated. To define the reaction initial state,936

only two variables are needed. In this study, they were937

chosen to be the reaction invariant mass W and the938

photon virtuality Q2.939

Meanwhile, the three-body final hadron state of the940

reaction is unambiguously determined by five kine-941

matic variables [15], and in general there can be dif-942

ferent options for their choice. In this analysis, the943

following generalized set of variables was used [14–944

16, 28, 31, 36, 37, 42]:945

• invariant mass of the first pair of hadronsMh1h2 ,946

• invariant mass of the second pair of hadrons947

Mh2h3
,948

• the first hadron solid angle Ωh1
=(θh1

, ϕh1
), and949

• the angle αh1 between the two planes (i) de-950

fined by the three-momenta of the virtual pho-951

ton (or initial proton) and the first final hadron952

and (ii) defined by the three-momenta of all final953

hadrons.954

In this study, the cross sections were obtained in955

three sets of variables depending on various assign-956

ments for the first, second, and third final hadrons:957

1. [p′, π+, π−] Mp′π+ , Mπ+π− , θp′ , ϕp′ , αp′ ,958

2. [π−, π+, p′] Mπ−π+ , Mπ+p′ , θπ− , ϕπ− , απ− , and959

3. [π+, π−, p′] Mπ+π− , Mπ−p′ , θπ+ , ϕπ+ , απ+ .960

Details on the calculation of the kinematic vari-961

ables from the particle four-momenta can be found962

in Refs. [15, 28, 31, 36].963

D. Binning and kinematic coverage964

The available kinematic coverage in the initial state965

variables is shown by the Q2 versus W distribution966

in Fig. 8. This distribution is filled with the double-967

pion events that survived after the event selection de-968

scribed in Sec.III. The white boundary limits the ana-969

lyzed kinematic area, where the double-pion cross sec-970

tions were extracted. The black grid demonstrates the971

chosen binning in the initial state variables (25 MeV972

in W and 0.05 GeV2 in Q2).973

The kinematic coverage in the final state variables974

has the following reaction-related features. The angu-975

lar variables θh1 , ϕh1 , and αh1 vary in the fixed ranges976

of [0, π], [0, 2π], and [0, 2π], respectively. Meanwhile,977

the ranges of the invariant masses Mh1h2 and Mh2h3978

are not fixed − they are W dependent and broaden979

as W grows.980

The binning in the final hadronic variables used in981

this study is specified in Table I. In each W and Q2
982

bin, the full range of each final hadronic variable was983

divided into bins of equal size. The number of bins984

differs in various W subranges in order to take into ac-985

count (i) the statistics drop near the reaction thresh-986

old and (ii) the aforementioned broadening of the re-987

action phase space with increasing W . The chosen988

number of bins in each considered W subrange re-989

flects the intention to maintain reasonable statistical990

uncertainties of the single-differential cross sections991

for all W and Q2 bins.992
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FIG. 8. Q2 versus W distribution populated with the
selected double-pion events. The cross section was calcu-
lated in 2D cells within the white boundaries.

For the binning in the polar angle, the reader should993

note the following. The cross section, although being994

differential in [− cos θ], is binned in θ. These ∆θ bins995

are of equal size in each corresponding W subrange.996

See also Sec. IV E on this matter.997

The specific organization of the double-pion
production phase space in the invariant masses
(Mh1h2 ,Mh2h3) impels the need to pay careful atten-
tion to the binning in these variables. Equation (8)
exemplifies the expressions for the lower and upper
boundaries of the Mh1h2 distribution and demon-
strates that the upper boundary depends on the value
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TABLE I. Number of bins for hadronic variables.

W subrange (GeV)
Hadronic variable [1.3, 1.35] [1.35, 1.4] [1.4, 1.475] [1.475, 1.825]

Mh1h2
Invariant mass 8 10 12 12

Mh2h3
Invariant mass 8 10 12 12

θh1
Polar angle 6 8 10 10

ϕh1
Azimuthal angle 5 5 5 6

αh1
Angle between planes 5 6 8 8

Total number of ∆5τ
cells in a ∆W∆Q2 bin

9600 24000 57600 69120

of W , while the lower does not.

Mlower = mh1 +mh2

Mupper(W ) = W −mh3

(8)

Here mh1 , mh2 , and mh3 are the rest masses of the998

final hadrons.999

Since the cross section is calculated in W bins of1000

a given width, the boundary of Mupper is not dis-1001

tinct. For the purpose of binning in mass, the value of1002

Mupper was calculated using Wcenter, at the center of1003

the W bin, which caused events with W > Wcenter to1004

be located beyond Mupper. For this reason, it was de-1005

cided to use a specific arrangement of mass bins with1006

the bin width ∆M determined by1007

∆M =
Mupper −Mlower

Nbins − 1
, (9)

where Nbins is the number of bins specified in the first1008

row of Table I. The left boundary of the first bin was1009

set to Mlower.1010

The chosen arrangement of bins forces the last bin1011

to be situated completely out of the boundaries cal-1012

culated according to Eq. (8) using Wcenter. The cross1013

section in this extra bin is not reported. However, this1014

bin was kept in the analysis since its contents (though1015

being very small) contribute to all cross sections that1016

were obtained by integrating over the corresponding1017

invariant mass distribution.1018

Note that the cross section in the next to last bin1019

in invariant mass needs a correction. See more details1020

in Sec. V D.1021

E. Cross section formula1022

1. Electron scattering cross section1023

The experimental electron scattering cross section
σe for the reaction ep(n)→ e′p′(n′)π+π− is seven-fold

differential and determined by

d7σe

dWdQ2d5τ
=

1

R·F
·

(
Nfull

Qfull
− Nempty

Qempty

)
∆W ·∆Q2 ·∆5τ ·

[
l·ρ·NA

qe·µd

]
·E
,

(10)
where1024

• d5τ = dMh1h2
dMh2h3

dΩh1
dαh1

is the dif-1025

ferential of the five independent variables of1026

the π+π−p final state, which are described in1027

Sec. IV C;1028

• Nfull and Nempty are the numbers of selected1029

double-pion events inside the seven-dimensional1030

bin for runs with liquid deuterium and empty1031

target, respectively;1032

• the quantity in the square brackets in the de-1033

nominator corresponds to the luminosity (per1034

charge) of the experiment L in the units1035

cm−2·C−1 and its components are1036

l=2 cm the target length,1037

ρ=0.169 g·cm−3 the liquid-deuterium density,1038

NA=6.022·10−19 mol−1 Avogadro’s number,1039

qe=1.602·10−19 C the elementary charge, and1040

µd=2.014 g·mol−1 the deuterium molar mass,1041

which results in the luminosity value of L =1042

0.63·1042 cm−2·C−1 = 0.63·1012 µb−1·C−1;1043

• Qfull = 3734.69 µC andQempty = 464.797 µC are1044

the values of the integrated Faraday cup charge1045

for liquid-deuterium and empty-target runs, re-1046

spectively, which results in the corresponding1047

values of the integrated luminosity L = L ·Q of1048

2.35·109 µb−1 and 0.29·109 µb−1;1049

• E = E(∆W,∆Q2,∆5τ) is the detector efficiency1050

(which includes the detector acceptance) for1051

each seven-dimensional bin as determined by1052

the Monte Carlo simulation (see Sec. IV F);1053

• R = R(∆W,∆Q2) is the radiative correction1054

factor described in Sec. V B;1055
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• F = F(∆W,∆Q2,∆5τ) is the correction factor1056

that aims at unfolding the effects of the initial1057

proton motion (see Sec. V C).1058

2. Virtual photoproduction cross section1059

The goal of the analysis was to extract the vir-
tual photoproduction cross section σv of the reac-
tion γvp(n) → p′(n′)π+π−. This virtual photopro-
duction cross section σv is five-fold differential and
in the single-photon exchange approximation is con-
nected with the seven-fold differential electron scat-
tering cross section σe via

d5σv

d5τ
=

1

Γv

d7σe

dWdQ2d5τ
, (11)

where Γv is the virtual photon flux given by

Γv(W,Q2) =
α

4π

1

E2
beamm

2
p

W (W 2 −m2
p)

(1− εT)Q2
. (12)

Here α is the fine structure constant (1/137), mp

the proton mass, Ebeam = 2.039 GeV the energy of
the incoming electrons in the Lab frame, and εT the
virtual photon transverse polarization given by

εT =

(
1 + 2

(
1 +

ν2

Q2

)
tan2

(
θe′

2

))−1

, (13)

where ν = Ebeam − Ee′ is the virtual photon energy,1060

while Ee′ and θe′ are the energy and the polar angle of1061

the scattered electron in the Lab frame, respectively.1062

The limited statistics of the experiment do not al-1063

low for estimates of the five-fold differential cross sec-1064

tion σv with reasonable accuracy. Therefore, the cross1065

section σv was first obtained on the multi-dimensional1066

grid and then integrated over at least four hadronic1067

variables, which means that only single-differential1068

and fully integrated cross sections were obtained.1069

For each W and Q2 bin, the following cross sections
were extracted for each set of variables (see Sec.IV C),

dσv

dMh1h2

=

∫
d5σv

d5τ
dMh2h3

dΩh1
dαh1

,

dσv

dMh2h3

=

∫
d5σv

d5τ
dMh1h2

dΩh1
dαh1

,

dσv

d[− cos θh1
]

=

∫
d5σv

d5τ
dMh1h2

dMh2h3
dϕh1

dαh1
,

dσv

dαh1

=

∫
d5σv

d5τ
dMh1h2

dMh2h3
dΩh1

, and

σint
v (W,Q2) =

∫
d5σv

d5τ
dMh1h2

dMh2h3
dΩh1

dαh1
.

(14)
As a final result for each W and Q2 bin, the fully

integrated cross section σint
v , averaged over the three

variable sets, is reported together with the nine single-
differential cross sections given in Eq.(15), where each
column is taken from the corresponding variable set.

dσv

dMp′π+

dσv

dMπ−π+

dσv

dMπ−p′

dσv

d[− cos θp′ ]

dσv

d[− cos θπ− ]

dσv

d[− cos θπ+ ]

dσv

dαp′

dσv

dαπ−

dσv

dαπ+

(15)

Regarding the middle row in Eq. (15), note the fol-1070

lowing. Although being differential in [− cos θ], the1071

cross sections were calculated in ∆θ bins, which are1072

of equal size in the corresponding W subrange (see1073

also Sec. IV D). This follows the convention used to1074

extract the θ-distributions in studies of double-pion1075

cross sections [15, 16, 33–37, 43].1076

F. Efficiency evaluation1077

In this study, the Monte Carlo simulation was per-1078

formed using the TWOPEG-D event generator [25],1079

which is capable of simulating the quasi-free process1080

of double-pion electroproduction off a moving pro-1081

ton. In this event generator, the Fermi motion of1082

the initial proton is generated according to the Bonn1083

potential [40] and then is naturally merged into the1084

specific kinematics of double-pion electroproduction.1085

TWOPEG-D accounts for radiative effects according1086

to the approach described in Refs. [39, 44].1087

Events generated with TWOPEG-D were passed1088

through the standard detector simulation and recon-1089

struction procedures with the majority of parameters1090

kept the same as in the studies [15, 16, 45–47], which1091

were also devoted to the “e1e” run period. More in-1092

formation on the simulation/reconstruction procedure1093

and the related parameters can be found in Ref. [28].1094

In studies of double-pion production cross sections,1095

it is important to generate enough Monte Carlo statis-1096

tics in order to saturate each multi-dimensional bin1097

of the reaction phase space with events (see Table I).1098

Insufficient Monte Carlo statistics will lead to an im-1099

proper efficiency evaluation and an unnecessary rise in1100

the number of empty cells (see Sec.V A), thus system-1101

atically affecting the accuracy of the extracted cross1102

sections. For this study, about 4·1010 double-pion1103

events were generated in the investigated kinematic1104

region, which was found to be sufficient.1105

TWOPEG-D performs a weighted event genera-1106

tion [39], which means that all kinematic variables1107

are randomly generated according to the double-pion1108

production phase space, while each event generated1109

at a particular kinematic point acquires an individ-1110

ual weight that reflects the cross section value at that1111
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point. The efficiency factor E from Eq. (10) was then1112

calculated in each ∆W∆Q2∆5τ bin by1113

E(∆W,∆Q2,∆5τ) =
Nrec

Ngen
=

Nrec∑
i=1

wi

Ngen∑
j=1

wj

, (16)

where Ngen is the number of generated double-pion1114

events (without any cuts) inside a multi-dimensional1115

bin and Nrec is the number of reconstructed double-1116

pion events that survived in the bin after the event1117

selection, while Ngen and Nrec are the weighted num-1118

bers of the corresponding events and w is the weight1119

of an individual event.1120

In some kinematic bins, the efficiency E could1121

not be reliably determined due to boundary effects,1122

bin-to-bin event migration, and limited Monte1123

Carlo statistics. In such bins, the relative efficiency1124

uncertainty δE/E is typically large. In this study,1125

a cut on the relative efficiency uncertainty δE/E1126

was performed that excluded from consideration all1127

multi-dimensional cells with uncertainties greater1128

than 30%. The excluded cells were ranked as “empty1129

cells” and, along with other empty cells, were subject1130

to the filling procedure (see Sec. V A).1131

The cut on the relative efficiency uncertainty di-1132

rectly impacts the cross section uncertainties. On the1133

one hand, it eliminates the ∆5τ bins with large δE/E1134

values, thus reducing the total statistical uncertainty1135

of the extracted cross sections (see Sec. VI A). On1136

the other hand, this cut increases the number of1137

empty cells, thus increasing the cross section model1138

dependence and the uncertainty associated with1139

it (see Sec. VI B). The cut value was chosen as a1140

compromise between these two effects.1141

The idea of this cut has been taken from the1142

study [15, 16], which also sets the cut value at 30%.1143

More details can be found in Refs. [15, 16, 28, 31].1144

V. CORRECTIONS TO THE CROSS1145

SECTIONS1146

A. Filling kinematic cells with zero acceptance1147

Due to blind areas in the geometrical coverage1148

of the CLAS detector, some kinematic bins of the1149

double-pion production phase space turn out to have1150

zero acceptance. In such bins, which are usually called1151

empty cells, the cross section cannot be experimen-1152

tally defined. These cells contribute to the integrals1153

in Eqs. (14) along with the other kinematic bins. If1154

ignored, the contribution from these cells causes a1155

systematic underestimation of the cross section and,1156

therefore, some assumptions for the empty cell con-1157

tents are needed. This situation causes some model1158

dependence of the extracted cross sections.1159

The map of the empty cells was determined using1160

the Monte Carlo simulation. A multi-dimensional cell1161

was treated as empty if it contained generated events1162

(Ngen > 0), but did not contain any reconstructed1163

events (Nrec = 0). The cells with unreliable efficien-1164

cies, ruled out based on the 30% cut on the efficiency1165

uncertainty, were also treated as empty (see Sec.IV F).1166

For studies of double-pion cross sections with1167

CLAS, it has become conventional to fill the empty1168

cells by means of a Monte Carlo event generator in1169

order to account for their contribution. See more de-1170

tails in Refs. [15, 16, 33–37, 43].1171

In the present work, empty multi-dimensional cells1172

were filled with the Monte Carlo events generated1173

with TWOPEG-D [25]. These events were subject1174

to integral scaling, in order to adjust them to the ex-1175

perimental yield in the regular (non-empty) cells. The1176

scaling was performed individually in each ∆W∆Q2
1177

bin according to the ratio of the integrated yields1178

of the experimental and reconstructed Monte Carlo1179

events in the non-empty cells [28, 31].1180

Figure 9 introduces the single-differential cross sec-1181

tions given by Eqs. (14) and (15). The empty squares1182

correspond to the case when the contribution from1183

the empty cells was ignored, and the black circles1184

are for the case when that was taken into account1185

as described above. The figure indicates a satisfac-1186

tory small contribution from the empty cells for the1187

majority of data points (and therefore a small model1188

dependence of the results). Only the edge points in1189

the θ distributions (middle row) reveal pronounced1190

contributions due to the negligible/zero CLAS accep-1191

tance in the corresponding directions.1192

For most of the (W,Q2) points, the contribution1193

from the empty cells to the fully integrated cross sec-1194

tion is kept to a low level of ∼15%, slightly rising at1195

the low Q2 and high W boundaries. Besides this, the1196

empty cell contribution grows towards the threshold1197

(i.e. for W . 1.4 GeV). This behavior was also ob-1198

served in Refs. [15, 16, 35, 36] devoted to double-pion1199

electroproduction off the free proton.1200

To account for the model dependence, the approach1201

established for the previous studies of double-pion1202

cross sections was followed [15, 37, 48], i.e. the part1203

of the single-differential cross section that came from1204

the empty cells is assigned a 50% relative uncertainty1205

(more details are in Sec. VI B).1206

B. Radiative corrections1207

The incoming and scattered electrons are subject1208

to radiative effects, which means that they can emit1209

photons, thereby reducing their energy. Information1210

on such emissions is typically experimentally inacces-1211

sible, and therefore, these changes in electron energy1212
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FIG. 9. Extracted single-differential cross sections for the cases when the contribution from the empty cells was ignored
(empty squares) and when it was taken into account (black circles). The former are reported with the uncertainty δtotstat

given by Eq. (22), while the latter are with the uncertainty δtotstat,mod given by Eq. (26). All distributions are given for one

particular bin in W and Q2 (W =1.6375 GeV, Q2 =0.625 GeV2).

cannot be directly taken into account in the cross sec-1213

tion calculation. As a result, measured cross sections1214

acquire distortions.1215

The common way of handling this problem is to1216

apply radiative corrections to the extracted cross sec-1217

tions. In this study, the radiative corrections were1218

performed using TWOPEG-D [25], which is the event1219

generator for the double-pion electroproduction off a1220

moving proton. TWOPEG-D accounts for the ra-1221

diative effects by means of the well-known Mo and1222

Tsai approach [44], which has traditionally been used1223

for the radiative corrections in studies of double-pion1224

electroproduction [15, 16, 33–37, 43]. In Ref. [44], the1225

approach was applied to the inclusive case, while in1226

TWOPEG-D, the fully integrated double-pion cross1227

sections are used instead [25, 39].1228

In the employed approach [25, 39, 44], the radia-1229

tive photons are considered to be emitted collinearly1230

either in the direction of the incoming or scattered1231

electron (termed the “peaking approximation”). The1232

calculation of the radiative cross section is split into1233

two parts. The “soft” part assumes the energy of the1234

emitted radiative photon to be less than a certain min-1235

imal value (10 MeV), while the “hard” part is for the1236

photons with an energy greater than that value. The1237

“soft” part is evaluated explicitly, while for the calcu-1238

lation of the “hard” part, an inclusive hadronic tensor1239

is assumed. Based on previous experience, the latter1240

assumption is considered to be adequate [15, 16, 33–1241

37, 43]. Also note that approaches that are capable of1242

describing radiative processes in exclusive double-pion1243

electroproduction are not yet available.1244

The radiative correction factor R in Eq. (10) was1245

determined in the following way. Double-pion events1246

either with or without radiative effects were generated1247

with TWOPEG-D. Both radiated and non-radiated1248

events were subjected to the Fermi smearing. Then1249

the ratio given by Eq.(17) was taken in each ∆W∆Q2
1250

bin.1251

R(∆W,∆Q2) =
Nrad

Nnorad
(17)
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FIG. 10. Reciprocal of the radiative correction factor
(i.e. 1/R) as a function of W for different Q2 bins (see
Eq. (17)).

Here Nrad and Nnorad are the weighted numbers of1252

generated events in each ∆W∆Q2 bin with and with-1253

out radiative effects, respectively. Note that neither1254

Nrad nor Nnorad were subject to any cuts.1255

This approach gives the correction factor R only as1256

a function of W and Q2, disregarding its dependence1257

on the hadronic variables. However, the need to inte-1258

grate the cross section at least over four hadronic vari-1259

ables (see Eq.(14)) considerably reduces the influence1260

of the final-state hadron kinematics on the radiative1261

correction factor, thus justifying the applicability of1262

the procedure [25, 39, 44].1263

The quantity 1/R is plotted in Fig.10 as a function1264

of W for different Q2 bins. The uncertainties associ-1265

ated with the statistics of generated events are very1266

small and therefore not visible in the plot.1267

C. Unfolding the effects of initial proton motion1268

In this study, information on the initial proton mo-1269

mentum is inaccessible for the majority of analyzed1270

experimental events, as discussed above. For this1271

reason, the invariant mass Wi calculated under the1272

target-at-rest assumption has to be used for the cross1273

section binning (see Sec. IV A), which leads to the1274

Fermi smearing of both the fully integrated and single-1275

differential cross sections. The same reason necessi-1276

tates the use of an approximate procedure of the Lab1277

to CMS transformation (see Sec. IV B). This approx-1278

imation introduces some inaccuracy to the measured1279

angular (θ, ϕ, and α) distributions without having1280

an impact on the invariant mass distributions and W1281

and Q2 cross section dependencies due to the Lorentz1282

invariance of the corresponding variables.1283

Being folded with the aforementioned effects of1284

the initial proton motion, the extracted cross sec-1285

tions require a corresponding unfolding correction.1286

This correction was performed by means of two1287

Monte Carlo event generators TWOPEG [39] and1288

TWOPEG-D [25]. TWOPEG is the event genera-1289

tor for the double-pion electroproduction off the free1290

proton that currently provides the best cross sec-1291

tion estimation in the investigated kinematic region.1292

TWOPEG-D is the event generator for the same ex-1293

clusive reaction but off the proton that moves in the1294

deuterium nucleus. This event generator was specif-1295

ically developed to be used in the studies where ex-1296

perimental information on the initial proton momen-1297

tum is inaccessible, and one has to work under the1298

target-at-rest assumption. TWOPEG-D convolutes1299

the double-pion cross section with effects of the ini-1300

tial proton motion and thus imitates the conditions of1301

the experimental cross section extraction.1302

To calculate the correction factor, two samples of1303

double-pion events, produced off protons at rest and1304

off moving protons, were generated with TWOPEG1305

and TWOPEG-D, respectively. For the latter, the1306

smeared value of W was used for the binning and the1307

approximate Lab to CMS transformation was applied,1308

so that the sample incorporates the same inaccuracies1309

as the experimentally extracted cross sections.1310

The unfolding correction was performed in each
multi-dimensional bin of the double-pion production
phase space, i.e. in each ∆W∆Q2∆5τ bin the cross
section was divided by the correction factor F that
was calculated as

F(∆W,∆Q2,∆5τ) =
Nfermi

Nnofermi
, (18)

where Nnofermi and Nfermi are the weighted numbers1311

of generated double-pion events in the ∆W∆Q2∆5τ1312

bin produced off the proton at rest and off the moving1313

proton, respectively.1314

This correction mostly affects the cross section near1315

the reaction threshold, while for higher W its impact1316

is small [28, 31].1317

The value of the correction factor in Eq. (18) de-1318

pends on both the free proton cross sections and the1319

model of the deuteron wave function that are em-1320

ployed in the event generators. The former relies1321

strongly on the JM model fit of the available data1322

on the double-pion cross sections, while for the lat-1323

ter, the Bonn model was used (see Refs. [25, 39] for1324

more detail). Therefore, the uncertainty of the ex-1325

tracted cross sections that comes from this unfolding1326

correction was attributed to the model-dependent un-1327

certainty as discussed in Sec. VI B.1328

D. Corrections for binning effects1329

In general, being extracted in a finite bin, the cross1330

section naturally undergoes averaging within this bin,1331

and this averaged value is then assigned to the bin1332
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central point. Any nonlinear behavior of the cross1333

section within the bin will likely result in an offset1334

of the obtained cross section value. To cure this ef-1335

fect, a binning correction was applied that includes1336

a cubic spline approximation for the cross section1337

shape [28, 31]. Due to the relatively fine binning in all1338

kinematic variables used in this study, the influence of1339

the binning effects on the cross sections is marginal:1340

the typical value of the correction is ∼1% rising up to1341

5% for some data points at low W .1342

In addition to that, the cross section in the next1343

to last point of the invariant mass distributions was1344

subject to a specific separate correction, which is de-1345

scribed in detail in Refs. [15, 16, 28, 31]. The need1346

for this correction follows from the broadening of the1347

reaction phase space with W , which causes the upper1348

boundary of the invariant mass distributions to be W1349

dependent.1350

VI. CROSS SECTION UNCERTAINTIES1351

In this study (like in other studies of the double-1352

pion cross sections [15, 16, 33–37, 43]) three separate1353

types of cross section uncertainties were considered,1354

i.e. statistical uncertainties, uncertainties due to the1355

model dependence, and systematic uncertainties.1356

A. Statistical uncertainties1357

The limited statistics of both the experimental data1358

and the Monte Carlo simulation are the two sources of1359

statistical fluctuations of the extracted cross sections.1360

The absolute statistical uncertainty due to the lim-
ited statistics of the experimental data was calculated
in the non-empty multi-dimensional bins as

δexp
stat(∆

5τ) =
1

E ·R·F ·Γv
·

√(
Nfull

Q2
full

+
Nempty

Q2
empty

)
∆W ·∆Q2 ·∆5τ ·[L]

, (19)

where Γv is the virtual photon flux given by Eq. (12),1361

while the other variables are explained in the context1362

of Eq. (10).1363

The absolute uncertainty due to the limited Monte
Carlo statistics was estimated in the non-empty bins
as

δMC
stat(∆

5τ) =
d5σv

d5τ

(
δE
E

)
, (20)

where d5σv

d5τ
is the virtual photoproduction cross sec-1364

tion given by Eq. (11), E is the efficiency inside the1365

multi-dimensional bin defined by Eq. (16), and δE is1366

the absolute statistical efficiency uncertainty.1367

The calculation of the efficiency uncertainty δE1368

is not straightforward because (i) Ngen and Nrec in1369

Eq. (16) are not independent and (ii) Monte Carlo1370

events in this equation are subject to weighting.1371

Therefore, the special approach described in Ref. [49]1372

was used to calculate δE . Neglecting the event migra-1373

tion between bins, this approach gives the following1374

expression for the absolute statistical uncertainty of1375

the efficiency in a bin for the case of a weighted Monte1376

Carlo simulation,1377

δE(∆5τ) =

√√√√Ngen − 2Nrec

N3
gen

Nrec∑
i=1

w2
i +

N2
rec

N4
gen

Ngen∑
j=1

w2
j ,

(21)
where Ngen and Nrec are the number of the gener-1378

ated and reconstructed Monte Carlo events inside the1379

multi-dimensional bin, respectively, Ngen and Nrec are1380

the corresponding weighted event numbers, and w is1381

the weight of an individual event.1382

The two parts of the statistical uncertainty given
by Eqs. (19) and (20) were combined quadratically
into the total absolute statistical uncertainty in each
non-empty ∆5τ bin,

δtot
stat(∆

5τ) =

√
(δexp

stat)
2

+
(
δMC
stat

)2
. (22)

The cross section assigned to the empty ∆5τ cells1383

acquires zero statistical uncertainty.1384

For the extracted single-differential cross sections,1385

the statistical uncertainty δtot
stat(∆X) (where X is one1386

of the final state variables, e.g. Mh1h2
, θh1

, αh1
) was1387

obtained from the uncertainties δtot
stat(∆

5τ) of the five-1388

fold differential cross sections according to the stan-1389

dard error propagation rules.1390

B. Model-dependent uncertainties1391

In studies of double-pion production off free pro-1392

tons, the cross section model dependence originates1393

from the filling of the empty cells and the correspond-1394

ing cross section uncertainty is commonly treated as a1395

separate uncertainty type [15, 16, 33–37, 43]. In this1396

analysis, one further source of the model dependence1397

is the correction that unfolds the effects of the initial1398

proton motion (see Sec. V C). The two sources were1399

found to give comparable uncertainties for the two1400

lowest W bins, while for the other bins the dominant1401

part of the model-dependent uncertainty comes from1402

the filling of the empty cells.1403

Both the contribution from the empty cells and the1404

value of the unfolding correction vary greatly (from1405

completely insignificant to considerable) for different1406

bins in the final hadronic variables. Therefore, the1407

model-dependent uncertainties were estimated in each1408

∆X bin of the single-differential cross sections (where1409

X is one of the final state variables introduced in1410

Sec. IV C).1411
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The absolute cross section uncertainty δcells
model(∆X)

due to the filling of the empty cells was calculated by

δcells
model(∆X) =

1

2

([
dσ

dX

]
filled

−
[

dσ

dX

]
not filled

)
, (23)

where the parentheses contain the difference between1412

the cross section values calculated with the empty1413

cell contributions (“filled”) and without them (“not1414

filled”), see also Fig. 9.1415

For each ∆X bin of the single-differential distribu-1416

tions, the relative uncertainty due to the unfolding1417

procedure was estimated by1418

εunfold
model (∆X) =

∣∣∣∣∣
[

dσ
dX

]
folded

−
[

dσ
dX

]
unfolded[

dσ
dX

]
folded

+
[

dσ
dX

]
unfolded

∣∣∣∣∣ . (24)

The corresponding absolute uncertainty is then
given by

δunfold
model (∆X) =

[
dσv

dX

]
final

· εunfold
model . (25)

C. Systematic uncertainties1419

The systematic uncertainty of the extracted cross1420

sections was estimated in each bin in W and Q2. The1421

following sources are considered to contribute to the1422

total systematic uncertainty.1423

The presence of quasi-elastic events in the dataset1424

facilitates the verification of both the overall cross sec-1425

tion normalization and the quality of the electron se-1426

lection. The former may lack accuracy due to poten-1427

tial miscalibrations of the Faraday cup, fluctuations in1428

the target density, and imprecision knowledge of other1429

parameters involved in the luminosity calculation (see1430

Eq.(10)). The quality of the electron selection in turn1431

may suffer from potential miscalibrations of different1432

detector parts, inaccuracies in the electron tracking1433

and identification, and uncertainties of the cuts and1434

corrections involved in the electron selection.1435

To verify the cross section normalization and the1436

quality of the electron selection, the quasi-elastic cross1437

section was estimated and compared with the Bosted1438

parameterization of the quasi-elastic cross section off1439

the deuteron [50, 51]. This comparison indicates a1440

better than 5% agreement between the experimental1441

and parameterized cross sections and, therefore, a 5%1442

global uncertainty was assigned to the extracted cross1443

sections to account for potential inaccuracies in the1444

normalization and electron selection [28, 31].1445

In this study, the cross sections were extracted1446

in three sets of kinematic variables, as described in1447

Sec. IV C. The fully integrated cross sections were1448

found to slightly differ among the sets due to different1449

data and efficiency propagation to various kinematic1450

grids. As a final result, integral cross sections aver-1451

aged (as arithmetic mean) over these three grids are1452

reported and the standard error of the mean is in-1453

terpreted as a systematic uncertainty [28, 31]. Since1454

different variable sets correspond to different regis-1455

tered final hadrons (and, therefore, to different com-1456

binations of the hadron cuts), the uncertainty due to1457

integration over the three sets of final hadronic vari-1458

ables includes uncertainties due to the shapes of the1459

hadron cuts that were used in the analysis. The av-1460

erage value of this uncertainty among all W and Q2
1461

bins is 1.6%.1462

The cut on the relative efficiency uncertainty per-1463

formed in this study excludes entire kinematic cells1464

from further consideration, and therefore reduces the1465

total statistical uncertainty and increases the model-1466

dependent uncertainty of the extracted cross sections.1467

To achieve a compromise between these two effects,1468

the cut value was set to 30% (see Sec. IV F). To esti-1469

mate the systematic effect of this cut, the fully inte-1470

grated cross sections were also calculated for the cut1471

values 25% and 35%. As a final result, the arithmetic1472

mean of the integral cross sections for these three cut1473

values is reported, and the standard error of the mean1474

is interpreted as a systematic uncertainty [28, 31].1475

The systematic effect of the relative efficiency uncer-1476

tainty cut was estimated for each bin in W and Q2
1477

individually and was found to be minor, i.e. the aver-1478

age uncertainty value is 0.8%.1479

One more part of the systematic uncertainties1480

comes from the effective correction due to FSI-1481

background admixture. This correction was per-1482

formed for the experimental events in the π− missing1483

topology as described in Sec. III E 3. The fit shown in1484

Fig. 7 (as well as the corresponding correction factor1485

given by Eq. (5)) was found to be slightly dependent1486

on the histogram binning. To account for this un-1487

certainty, the correction factor was calculated for five1488

different histogram bin sizes, and the arithmetic mean1489

of these five individual values was used for the correc-1490

tion (for each bin in W ). The absolute uncertainty of1491

the resulting correction factor was calculated as the1492

standard error of the mean. The corresponding cross1493

section uncertainty was estimated according to the1494

standard error propagation rules [28, 31]. The sys-1495

tematic effect of the FSI-background correction was1496

estimated for each bin in W and Q2 where the cor-1497

rection was applied. For such bins, the average value1498

of the relative systematic uncertainty is 0.4%.1499

As a common practice in studies of the double-pion1500

cross sections with CLAS [15, 16, 33–37, 43], a 5%1501

global uncertainty was assigned to the cross section1502

due to the inclusive radiative correction procedure1503

(see Sec. V B).1504

The uncertainties due to these sources were1505

summed up in quadrature in each W and Q2 bin to1506

obtain the total systematic uncertainty for the fully1507

integrated cross sections. The common value of the1508
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total relative systematic uncertainty εtot
sys is around 7%1509

(it is, however, higher near the threshold).1510

D. Summary for the cross section uncertainties1511

Finally, the model-dependent uncertainties
δcells
model(∆X) and δunfold

model (∆X) defined by Eq. (23) and
Eq. (25), respectively, were combined with the total
statistical uncertainty δtot

stat(∆X) defined in Sec. VI A
as follows,

δtot
stat,mod(∆X) =

√
(δtot

stat)
2

+
(
δcells
model

)2
+
(
δunfold
model

)2
.

(26)
The extracted cross sections are reported with the1512

uncertainty δtot
stat,mod, which for the single-differential1513

distributions is given by Eq. (26). For the fully in-1514

tegrated cross sections, δtot
stat,mod is obtained from the1515

uncertainty of the single-differential distributions ac-1516

cording to the standard error propagation rules. For1517

the majority of integral (W,Q2) points, the uncer-1518

tainty δtot
stat,mod stays on a level of 4%-6%.1519

For the fully integrated cross sections, in addition to1520

the uncertainty δtot
stat,mod, the total systematic uncer-1521

tainty is also reported as a separate quantity. If neces-1522

sary, the relative systematic uncertainty (εtot
sys) in each1523

W and Q2 bin can be propagated as a global factor1524

to the corresponding single-differential distributions.1525

In this study, the uncertainty δtot
stat,mod is less than1526

the total systematic uncertainty for the majority of1527

(W,Q2) points, exceeding it only for W . 1.4 GeV.1528

This is because the former rises near the threshold due1529

to small experimental statistics, large contribution of1530

the empty cells (see Sec.V A), and pronounced impact1531

of the unfolding correction (see Sec. V C).1532

The extracted cross sections with their estimated1533

uncertainties are presented in Sec. VIII.1534

VII. FINAL STATE INTERACTIONS1535

A. FSIs for γvp(n) → p′(n′)π+π−1536

Hadrons produced in exclusive reactions are subject1537

to final state interactions (FSIs). The nature of this1538

phenomenon is complicated due to numerous mecha-1539

nisms being involved, most of which are driven by the1540

strong interaction [52, 53].1541

For reactions occurring off nucleons contained in1542

nuclei, one can separate FSIs into two general types:1543

• interactions among the final hadrons3 and1544

3 Here the term “final hadrons” denotes p′, π+, and π−, which
define the reaction final state.

• interaction of the final hadrons with the specta-1545

tor nucleon4.1546

Both FSI types can involve simple momentum ex-1547

changes between the hadrons, as well as far more com-1548

plicated processes, such as nucleon resonance excita-1549

tions or charge exchange.1550

Clearly, FSIs in conventional reactions off free pro-1551

tons are limited to the first type.1552

The reaction final hadrons are produced in one ver-1553

tex and after the production, they fly apart in radial1554

directions. The spectator neutron, which was not in-1555

volved in the production of the final hadrons, is lo-1556

cated aside from the production vertex, so that the fi-1557

nal hadrons can scatter off the neutron. Therefore, for1558

the double-pion production off protons bound in deu-1559

terium, FSIs with the spectator correspond to a com-1560

bination of proton-neutron [54, 55] and pion-neutron1561

scattering [56–58], and thus represent a superposition1562

of a broad spectrum of mechanisms inherent for these1563

two scattering types.1564

Due to the relatively low energy of the final hadrons1565

in this experiment, the majority of FSIs in the in-1566

vestigated reaction are thought to happen elastically,1567

which implies that the quantum numbers of the par-1568

ticipating hadrons do not change and no new particles1569

are produced in such interactions [54].1570

B. Distortions due to FSIs1571

The two FSI types introduced above have some1572

kinematical distinctions from each other and their im-1573

pact on the extracted cross sections also differ.1574

First, it is important that FSIs among the final1575

hadrons preserve the total four-momentum of all three1576

final hadrons and, therefore, do not alter missing mass1577

distributions as long as no new particles are produced1578

in these interactions [31]. However, FSIs among the1579

final hadrons still affect the momenta of the individ-1580

ual particles, and thus introduce distortions into the1581

measured cross sections (no matter whether off a free1582

or bound nucleon). These cross section distortions1583

can hardly be avoided on the level of the experimen-1584

tal data analysis due to the insensitivity of the miss-1585

ing mass distributions to this FSI type. This issue1586

needs to be accounted for at the level of theoreti-1587

cal/phenomenological cross section interpretation.1588

Meanwhile, FSIs with the spectator nucleon have1589

one distinctive difference from FSIs among the final1590

hadrons. Specifically, as the spectator nucleon is ex-1591

trinsic to the original exclusive reaction, any inter-1592

action with it changes the total four-momentum of1593

4 Here the term “spectator” denotes the neutron, which is the
spectator of the original exclusive reaction.
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the reaction final state. As a consequence, events1594

in which final hadrons interacted with the specta-1595

tor, introduce distortions into missing mass distribu-1596

tions [41]. These distortions reveal agglomerations of1597

FSI-affected events, which allows for their separation1598

from the quasi-free event sample, so that the quasi-1599

free cross sections can be extracted (see more details1600

in Sec. III E).1601

In this analysis, distortions due to FSIs with the1602

spectator neutron are clearly visible in experimen-1603

tal distributions of the missing quantities PX and1604

M2
X[π−], where the former is defined by Eq.(2) and the1605

latter is [PµX[π−]]
2 with the PµX[π−] defined by Eq.(3).1606

These distortions were found to differ in different re-1607

gions of the reaction phase space and also to be topol-1608

ogy dependent. Illustrations and further details are1609

given in the following subsections.1610

C. Comparison between the two topologies1611

Figure 11 presents the M2
X[π−] distributions for1612

the fully exclusive (left) and the π− missing (right)1613

topologies in five 100-MeV-wide bins in W . Experi-1614

mental FSI-affected distributions are shown in black,1615

while blue histograms correspond to simulated distri-1616

butions of pure quasi-free events. The mismatch be-1617

tween them therefore reveals agglomerations of events1618

in which the final hadron interacted with the specta-1619

tor neutron. The Monte Carlo simulation was per-1620

formed on the basis of the TWOPEG-D event gen-1621

erator [25], which successfully reproduces the Fermi1622

smearing of the missing quantities, but does not in-1623

clude FSI effects. The distributions are normalized1624

in a way that the peak maxima are equal to one and1625

then zoomed in on the range [0, 0.25] on the y-axis,1626

to better visualize the mismatch.1627

Final hadrons attributed to various topologies have1628

different kinematics and therefore different probabil-1629

ities to interact with the spectator neutron. For this1630

reason, events affected by FSIs with the spectator are1631

distributed differently in the two reaction topologies1632

as illustrated by Fig.11. More details can be found in1633

Ref. [31].1634

D. FSIs in the fully exclusive topology1635

To better understand the redistribution of events1636

with FSIs in the fully exclusive topology, experimen-1637

tal PX and M2
X[π−] distributions were examined in1638

different slices of the final hadron momentum magni-1639

tudes and polar angles (in the Lab system).1640

In general, the proportion of events affected by FSIs1641

with the spectator was found to vary greatly (from1642

negligible to considerable) in different ranges of final1643

hadron momenta/angles.1644
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FIG. 11. M2
X[π−] distributions for the fully exclusive (left)

and for the π− missing (right) topologies in five 100-MeV-
wide bins in W . The mismatch between the experimental
(black) and the simulated (blue) histograms reveals ag-
glomerations of events in which the final hadron interacted
with the spectator neutron. The distributions are normal-
ized in a way that the peak maxima are equal to one and
then zoomed in on the range [0, 0.25] on the y-axis, to
better visualize the mismatch. The presented statistics
correspond to the unzoomed experimental distributions.

Remarkably, some regions of the reaction phase1645

space were found to be completely dominated by1646

quasi-free events. For example, Fig. 12 shows a good1647

match between the experimental (black) and the sim-1648

ulated (blue) distributions of the quantities PX (left)1649

and M2
X[π−] (right) for π− momentum magnitudes1650

from 0.5 GeV to 1.4 GeV, which indicates the domi-1651

nance of quasi-free events in this momentum range.1652

Conversely, other regions of the reaction phase1653
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FIG. 12. Experimental (black) and simulated (blue) dis-
tributions of the quantities PX (left) and M2

X[π−] (right)

for the π− momentum magnitude ranging from 0.5 to
1.4 GeV. The distributions are plotted for the fully exclu-
sive topology and normalized in a way that the maxima
of the main peaks are equal to one.
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FIG. 13. Experimental (black) and simulated (blue) dis-
tributions of the quantities PX (left) and M2

X[π−] (right)

for the proton polar angle ranging from 40◦ to 60◦. The
distributions are plotted for the fully exclusive topology
and normalized in a way that the maxima of the main
peaks are equal to one.

space were revealed to be mostly populated by events1654

with FSI-disturbed kinematics. Figure 13 illustrates1655

this effect for proton polar angles ranging from 40◦1656

to 60◦, where a large mismatch between the experi-1657

mental (black) and the simulated (blue) distributions1658

is observed, which reveals a considerable fraction of1659

events affected by FSI with the spectator in this kine-1660

matic region. More illustrations can be found in1661

Ref. [31].1662

E. FSIs in topologies with a missing hadron1663

In topologies with an unregistered hadron i, the1664

quantity M2
X[i] is typically used for the channel iden-1665

tification. For reactions occurring off bound nucleons,1666

interactions between the final hadrons and the specta-1667

tor nucleon have a different impact on M2
X[i] depend-1668

ing on which final hadron experienced the FSI.1669

In general, the following three possibilities can be1670

distinguished for events from the topologies with an1671

unregistered hadron for reactions off a proton bound1672

in deuterium (assuming that at most one final hadron1673

in an event interacted with the neutron).1674

1. All final hadrons in an event avoided interac-1675

tions with the neutron. Then this event is a1676

true quasi-free event and the four-momentum1677

of the unregistered hadron can be successfully1678

reconstructed as missing.1679

2. The unregistered hadron avoided FSIs, while1680

one of the registered hadrons interacted with1681

the neutron, changing its four-momentum and1682

hence losing its kinematic affiliation to the ini-1683

tial reaction. This does not allow for proper1684

reconstruction of the missing hadron four-1685

momentum, causing the event to contribute1686

to the FSI-background in the M2
X[i] distribu-1687

tions [41].1688

3. The unregistered hadron interacted with the1689

neutron and the registered hadrons did not.1690

In this case, the missing four-momentum of1691

the unregistered hadron corresponds to its four-1692

momentum before the FSI. Such an event then1693

kinematically mimics a quasi-free event.1694

This disposition reveals that for reactions off bound1695

nucleons, topologies with a missing hadron suffer from1696

the presence of falsely defined quasi-free events, which1697

are events of the third type. Such events are kinemati-1698

cally indistinguishable from true quasi-free events and1699

for this reason this effect can hardly be corrected for.1700

VIII. EXTRACTED QUASI-FREE CROSS1701

SECTIONS1702

In Fig. 14, the W dependence of the extracted fully1703

integrated cross sections of the reaction γvp(n) →1704

p′(n′)π+π− is shown by the black filled circles for1705

twelve analyzed Q2 bins. For each point, the pink1706

shadowed area is the total cross section uncertainty,1707

which is the uncertainty δtot
stat,mod (see Sec. VI D)1708

summed up in quadrature with the total systematic1709

uncertainty (see Sec.VI C). The error bars correspond1710

to the δtot
stat,mod uncertainty only.1711

For each integral cross section point, a set of nine1712

single-differential cross sections was obtained (as de-1713

scribed in Sec. IV E). As a typical example, Fig-1714

ure 15 presents the single-differential cross sections for1715

W = 1.5375 GeV and Q2 = 0.625 GeV2. The cross1716

sections are reported with the uncertainty δtot
stat,mod1717

shown by the error bars. The full set of extracted1718

single-differential cross sections is available in the1719

CLAS physics database [5] and also on GitHub [59].1720

The extracted cross sections are quasi-free, mean-1721

ing that the contribution from events in which the1722

final hadrons interacted with the spectator neutron1723
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FIG. 14. W dependences of the fully integrated cross sections in various bins in Q2. The pink shadowed areas show
the total cross section uncertainty, which is the uncertainty δtotstat,mod (see Sec. VI D) summed up in quadrature with the

total systematic uncertainty (see Sec.VI C). The error bars correspond to the δtotstat,mod uncertainty only. The cross section
estimation shown by the solid curves is based on the free proton event generator TWOPEG [39] (see text for more details).

is reduced to the kinematically achievable minimum.1724

The cross sections, however, are still convoluted1725

with effects of FSIs among the final hadrons, which1726

is like conventional free proton cross sections (see1727

Sec. VII B). Also note that in this study, the initial1728

proton is assumed to be on-shell.1729

In general, the admixture of the FSI-background1730

left after the exclusivity cut in the π− missing topol-1731

ogy may potentially affect the shape of the extracted1732

single-differential distributions as it was corrected1733

only in an integral sense (as described in Sec. III E 3).1734

However, as this admixture is present only for events1735

from the π− missing topology for W > 1.45 GeV1736

and stays there at a level of 3%-7%, its impact is1737

not thought to be discernible against the total cross1738

section uncertainty.1739

One more potential uncertainty source for the ex-1740

tracted quasi-free cross sections is the presence of1741

falsely identified quasi-free events in the π− missing1742

topology. Unfortunately, as true quasi-free events are1743

kinematically identical to those that are falsely identi-1744

fied, no corresponding correction to the cross section1745

can be developed (see Sec. VII E for details).1746

The solid curves in Figs. 14 and 15 correspond1747

to the cross section estimation performed by means1748

of TWOPEG [39], which is the event generator for1749

double-pion electroproduction off free protons. This1750

event generator currently provides the best estimation1751

of the free proton cross sections in the investigated1752

kinematic region.1753

The cross section approximation implemented into1754

the TWOPEG event generator is based on the meson-1755

baryon reaction model JM [12–14]. The generator1756

employs the five-differential structure functions from1757

the recent version of the JM model fit to the exist-1758

ing CLAS results on double-pion photo- and electro-1759

production off free protons [13, 34, 36, 48]. In the1760

kinematic areas already covered by the CLAS data,1761

TWOPEG performs the interpolation of the model1762

structure functions and successfully reproduces the1763

available fully integrated and single-differential cross1764

sections. In the areas not yet covered by the CLAS1765

data, special extrapolation procedures were applied1766

that included additional world data on the fully inte-1767
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FIG. 15. Single-differential cross sections for W = 1.5375 GeV and Q2 = 0.625 GeV2. The error bars correspond to
the uncertainty δtotstat,mod defined in Sec. VI D. The cross section estimation shown by the solid curves is based on the free
proton event generator TWOPEG [39] (see text for more details).

grated photoproduction cross sections [60, 61].1768

For the purpose of this comparison, the cross sec-1769

tion distributions obtained by TWOPEG were nor-1770

malized to integrally match the quasi-free cross sec-1771

tions extracted in this study.1772

Figures 14 and 15 indicate that apart from the over-1773

all integral scaling, the free proton cross sections may1774

serve as an adequate zeroth-order approximation for1775

the quasi-free cross sections off protons in deuterium.1776

More elaborate insight into the interpretation of the1777

extracted quasi-free cross sections is given in the next1778

section, which presents their comparison with the free1779

proton measurements from Refs. [15, 16].1780

IX. COMPARISON WITH THE FREE1781

PROTON MEASUREMENTS1782

This study benefits from the fact that the cross sec-1783

tions of the same exclusive reaction off free protons1784

have been recently extracted from CLAS data [15, 16].1785

These free proton measurements were performed un-1786

der the same experimental conditions as in this study,1787

including the beam energy value and the target setup.1788

For the majority of integral (W,Q2) points, the statis-1789

tical uncertainty combined with the model-dependent1790

uncertainty is at a level of 1%-3% for the free proton1791

cross sections and at a level of 4%-6% for the cross1792

sections obtained in this study. Both measurements1793

have identical binning in all kinematic variables and1794

similar inherent systematic inaccuracies. Therefore,1795

a direct comparison of the cross sections extracted in1796

this study with their free proton counterparts from1797

Refs. [15, 16] provides the experimentally best possi-1798

ble opportunity to explore distinctions between the1799

π+π− electroproduction off protons in deuterium and1800

the corresponding reaction off free protons.1801

This section compares the two cross section sets and1802

examines the difference between them over the entire1803

reaction phase space. In this investigation, only the1804

statistical and model-dependent uncertainties of the1805

two measurements were considered, while the system-1806

atic effects were assumed to cancel out.1807

Figure 16 presents the ratio of the fully integrated1808
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FIG. 16. Ratio of the fully integrated quasi-free cross sections obtained in this study over the free proton cross sections
from Refs. [15, 16]. The red curves correspond to the polynomial fit. The dashed line marks the value of 0.75.

quasi-free cross sections obtained in this study over1809

the free proton cross sections of Refs. [15, 16]. The1810

ratio was fit with a fourth-order polynomial. The1811

dashed line marks the value of 0.75.1812

As seen in Fig.16, the ratio of the two cross section1813

sets demonstrates a modest W dependence with an1814

average level of 70%-75%, appearing to drop slightly1815

near the threshold, as well as in the dip region between1816

the two integral resonance peaks.1817

Figure 17 shows the ratio of the invariant mass1818

distributions from this study and the free proton1819

study [15, 16]. Rows from top to bottom correspond1820

to Mp′π+ , Mπ+π− , and Mπ−p′ , respectively. The ra-1821

tios were obtained individually for each (W,Q2) point1822

and then averaged over Q2 to decrease the resulting1823

uncertainties. The kinematic broadening of the invari-1824

ant mass distributions with W (illustrated by Eq. (8)1825

in Sec. IV D) and the consequent nonidentical distri-1826

bution of data points in different W bins does not1827

allow for further averaging over W . The red curves1828

correspond to the fit with a fourth-order polynomial1829

and the dashed line marks the value of 0.75.1830

As seen in Fig. 17, the cross section ratio demon-1831

strates different consistent patterns for the three in-1832

variant mass distributions. For Mp′π+ (top row), it1833

gives a rise near the left distribution edge, then grad-1834

ually drops towards the right edge, featuring a small1835

plateau in the middle. For Mπ+π− (middle row), the1836

situation is different, i.e. the cross section ratio shows1837

a pronounced drop of up to ∼40% at the left edge,1838

then rises abruptly up to ∼75% and stays on this con-1839

stant level further on. For the third invariant mass,1840

Mπ−p′ (bottom row), the ratio continuously and al-1841

most linearly grows from ∼60% at the left edge to1842

∼100% at the right.1843

Figure 18 presents the ratio of the angular distribu-1844

tions from this study and the free proton study [15,1845

16]. The first row shows the θp′ , θπ− , and θπ+ dis-1846

tributions, while the second row shows the αp′ , απ−,1847

and απ+ distributions, respectively. The ratios were1848

obtained individually for each (W,Q2) point and then1849

averaged over W and Q2 to minimize the resulting un-1850

certainties. The red curves correspond to polynomial1851

fits and the dashed line marks the value of 0.75.1852

As seen in Fig. 18, the behavior of the cross sec-1853

tion ratio differs for various angular distributions. Its1854

dependence on hadron polar angles appears to be of1855

the most interest. For θp′ (top left plot), the ratio1856
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FIG. 17. Ratio of the invariant mass distributions obtained in this study over their free proton analogues from Refs.[15, 16].
Rows from top to bottom correspond to Mp′π+ , Mπ+π− , and Mπ−p′ , respectively. The ratios were averaged over Q2 to
decrease the resulting uncertainties. The red curves correspond to polynomial fits. The dashed line marks the value of
0.75.
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starts from ∼70% at small angles, grows up to ∼75%1857

at 50◦, and further stays on a distinct plateau up to1858

120◦, showing then a mild rise up to ∼80% at back-1859

ward angles. For θπ− (top middle plot), the ratio stays1860

at ∼75% at small angles, then grows up to ∼80% giv-1861

ing a broad peak at around 100◦, and drops down to1862

∼70% at backward angles. For the third polar angle1863

(θπ+), the ratio value maintains on the level of ∼75%1864

all the way through around 120◦, then peaks up to1865

more than 80% at 150◦, and finally shows a steep1866

drop.1867

Note that the conventional free proton cross sec-1868

tions represent all reaction events, while the cross sec-1869

tions extracted in this study are quasi-free (up to the1870

accuracy with which quasi-free events can be kine-1871

matically isolated) and hence do not include contri-1872

butions from events in which final hadrons interacted1873

with the spectator neutron. The latter events there-1874

fore are mainly responsible for the difference between1875

the two cross section sets.1876

Therefore, the performed comparison allows us to1877

estimate the proportion of events affected by FSIs1878

with the spectator neutron for the reaction off pro-1879

tons in deuterium. From Figs. 16, 17, and 18, one1880

can conclude that the contribution from such events1881

to the total number of the reaction events varies from1882

∼60% to a few percent in different regions of the re-1883

action phase space. However, for the most part of the1884

phase space, one can estimate the contribution from1885

events affected by FSIs with the spectator to be on a1886

level of ∼25%.1887

Meanwhile, a small part of the difference between1888

the two cross section sets may come from other1889

sources, as for example from possible modifications1890

of nucleons and their excited states inside the nuclear1891

medium [6–8, 17, 18]. To make any conclusions on this1892

matter, a further more comprehensive investigation is1893

needed, which should employ a theoretical interpreta-1894

tion of the obtained cross section ratios.1895

X. CONCLUSIONS1896

This paper reports the results of the experimental1897

data analysis for the process of charged double-pion1898

electroproduction off protons bound in deuterium.1899

The fully integrated and single-differential cross1900

sections of the reaction γvp(n) → p′(n′)π+π− have1901

been obtained for the first time. The measurements1902

were performed in the kinematic region of the1903

invariant mass W from 1.3 GeV to 1.825 GeV and1904

photon virtuality Q2 from 0.4 GeV2 to 1.0 GeV2.1905

The results benefit from fine binning in all kinematic1906

variables, small statistical uncertainties, and modest1907

model dependence. The extracted cross sections are1908

quasi-free, meaning that the admixture of events in1909

which the final hadrons interacted with the spectator1910

neutron is reduced to the kinematically achievable1911

minimum. The whole set of the obtained cross1912

sections is available in the CLAS physics database [5]1913

and also on GitHub [59].1914

Due to the Fermi motion that initial protons1915

undergo in deuterium nuclei, this study encountered1916

a set of peculiarities, which were not relevant for1917

free proton studies. Effects of the initial proton1918

motion turned out to be intertwined with many1919

analysis aspects: they lead to the smearing of some1920

kinematic quantities, alter the common procedure of1921

the Lab to CMS transformation, cause the need to1922

perform an unfolding correction to the extracted1923

cross sections, and more [25, 28, 31]. To deal with1924

these issues, special methods and techniques were1925

developed, which go beyond the conventional anal-1926

ysis framework elaborated in previous free proton1927

studies [15, 16, 33–37, 43, 48].1928

Interactions of the reaction final hadrons with the1929

spectator nucleon represent another peculiar aspect1930

of this analysis. These interactions introduce distor-1931

tions into distributions of some kinematic quantities1932

(such as missing masses) thus complicating the1933

exclusive event selection. FSI effects have been found1934

to differ depending on the reaction topology due to1935

nonidentical geometrical acceptance of the topologies1936

in CLAS. For this study, isolation of quasi-free1937

events from the FSI-background was performed in1938

each topology individually according to the specially1939

developed procedures.1940

The paper also presents the comparison of the1941

obtained cross sections with the corresponding free1942

proton cross sections recently extracted from CLAS1943

data [15, 16]. Assuming that the difference between1944

the two cross section sets mostly originates from1945

events in which FSIs between the final hadrons and1946

the spectator neutron took place, this comparison1947

allowed us to make an estimate of the contribution1948

from such events to the total number of reaction1949

events. For the most part of the reaction phase space,1950

the contribution from events affected by FSIs with1951

the spectator was found to be around 25%. This1952

comparison also opens an opportunity to explore1953

other potential reasons that may contribute to the1954

difference between the cross section sets, which in-1955

cludes possible in-medium modifications of properties1956

of nucleons and their excited states [6–8, 17, 18].1957
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